We develop fluctuational electrodynamics of hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) and establish broadband near-field thermal emission beyond the black-body limit. We predict thermal topological transitions in phonon-polaritonic HMMs paving the way for near-field thermal engineering using metamaterials.
Here, we develop the fluctuational electrodynamics of HMMs to analyze the role of the broadband enhancement in the density of states [2] on the thermal emission. Our work paves the way for engineering the thermal emission using metamaterials for applications such as near-field thermophotovoltaics and near-field thermal sources. We show that the characteristic dispersion of the high-k states (topological transitions in the isofrequency surface [3] ) manifests itself in the thermal emission beyond the black body limit. We also show that the proposed effect can be experimentally verified in a practical implementation of the HMM. Following the seminal work of Rytov [4] , which considers electromagnetic fields generated by equilibrium thermal fluctuations, we use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and the green's tensor [5] of the HMM to calculate the emitted energy density in the near field of an HMM in equilibrium at temperature T. The final expression of thermal emission depends on the scattering matrix of the structure and can be directly applied to HMMs and multilayered structures. In the extreme near field, the thermal emission can be approximated by One approach [6] to achieving the extreme anisotropy characteristic of HMMs is by using a metal-dielectric superlattice structure where the thickness of each layer is far below the operating wavelength. We consider here a phonon-polaritonic metal (silicon carbide SiC) where the coupling between the optical phonons and light causes the real part of the permittivity to become negative in the Reststrahlen band. In Fig. 1 , we show the topology of the isofrequency surfaces and near field thermal radiation as predicted by effective medium theory. A remarkable agreement is seen between the optical phases and the near field thermal emission with the hyperbolic phase showing super-planckian thermal emission. We have also confirmed these analytical results with a practical structure taking into account, absorption, dispersion and finite patterning scale. In figure 2 , the fill fraction of the metal is chosen to be 0.25, so that a type I HMM response is achieved from 178 THz to 182 THz and a type II HMM response is achieved in between 149 THz and 162 THz. For the multilayer structure, the thickness of the SiC layers are 50 nm and the thickness of the SiO 2 layers are 150 nm. The total number of layers are N=10 achieving a net thickness of 1 micron. On comparing the effective medium predictions with the wave-vector resolved local density of states in practical structure we see an excellent agreement of the optical phases as well as presence of the high-k modes. The multilayer structure behaves as an effective dielectric in the dark band where there are no high-k modes. Thus the topological transitions predicted in the optical phase diagram are achieved in the practical structure. Our predicted effect should be experimentally discernible from other routes of super-Planckian thermal emission using the topological transitions [2, 3] manifested in thermal emission.
In conclusion, we have established near field thermal emission in a broad bandwidth exceeding the black body limit as well as thermal topological transitions in hyperbolic metamaterials. This work paves the way for near-field thermal engineering using metamaterials for applications as thermophotovoltaics [7] and near-field thermal stamping [8] . consists of 10 layers of SiC/SiO2, 50nm/150 nm achieving a net thickness of 1Micron. The effect of the topological transitions as well as the presence of high-k modes are clearly evident in the multilayer practical realization which takes into account all non-idealities due to dispersion, losses, finite unit cell size and finite sample size. The bright bands denote the enhanced LDOS due to high-k modes in the HMM. These thermal topological transitions will help experimentally verify the predicted effect.
